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Wikimedia Sverige

● A non-profit organization based in Sweden

● We work towards making knowledge 

accessible to more people, for free, and 

under free licenses

● More about us: wikimedia.se

● We use the Wikimedia platforms as our most 

important resource

● We support educational and cultural 

heritage institutions in their work with free 

knowledge

https://wikimedia.se/


Into Wikidata!

Göteborgs stadsbibliotek interior
Alicia Fagerving, CC-BY-SA-3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:G%C3%B6teborgs_stadsbibliotek_interior_04.jpg


Wiki?
The Wikimedia movement: that's all of us!

MediaWiki: the software behind everything

Wikimedia Foundation: runs and develops the websites Local chapters



wikimedia.se/engagera-dig 

https://wikimedia.se/engagera-dig


Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums

ABM: Arkiv, Bibliotek, Museer



Wikidata

Launched in 2012 – a young project that is 
developing rapidly.

Over 90 million data items.

Aiming to collect the sum of human knowledge 
in a structured and linked form.



What does Wikidata actually contain?

26 million

36 million

8 million

The goal of Wikidata is to collect 
the sum of human knowledge – 
in a structured, linked form.

With 90 million items, you might 
think we are close to achieving 
this… 

Source: SPARQL query, 2020-10-12

https://w.wiki/gVM 

https://w.wiki/gVM


These items were created by importing data from 
open databases of bibliographic metadata.

Importing data is a major part of the work 
Wikidata community does.

Wikidata is licensed CC0, this means other 
datasets with a compatible license can be 
imported.

PubMed was a major source, leading to an 
overrepresentation of medicine/life sciences.

Scholarly articles on 
Wikidata



scholia.toolforge.org 

Wikidata profiles of scholars, 
organizations, research topics, 
publications and related concepts.

Scholia is part of the WikiCite initiative →  
wikicite.org 

Scholia

https://scholia.toolforge.org
http://wikicite.org


Anyone can edit!
... do they?

Kvinnohistorisk skrivstuga: Kvinnor inom mode
Sandra Åhman, CC-BY-SA-4.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Skrivstuga_Wiki_Sandra%C3%85hman-9851.jpg


The average Wikipedian is:

Whose knowledge?

● a white male
● technically inclined
● formally educated
● aged 15–49
● from a majority-Christian country
● from a developed nation
● from the Northern Hemisphere
● likely employed as a white-collar 

worker or enrolled as a student rather 
than being employed as a blue-collar 
worker

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Systemic_bias 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Systemic_bias


Kaffee, L.-A., & Simperl, E. (2018, August). Analysis of 
editors' languages in Wikidata. Proceedings of the 14th 
International Symposium on Open Collaboration (pp. 
1–5).

Which languages do Wikidatans speak?

Wikidata editors can add their language skills to 
their user page.

● Over 50% speak English.
● Most popular other languages: French, 

German, Spanish, Russian.

Wikidata is multilingual – but English is the de 
facto language of community discussions and 
documentation.



Kaffee, L.-A., Piscopo, A., Vougiouklis, P., Simperl, E., 
Carr, L., & Pintscher, L. (2017, August 23). A Glimpse 
into Babel. Proceedings of the 13th International 
Symposium on Open Collaboration (pp. 1–5)

Which languages do Wikidatans speak?

Items can have labels in multiple languages; their 
distribution can tell us something about the editors' 
knowledge and interests.

● English: 11%
● Dutch: 6%
● French: 6%
● ….
● Swedish: 4%
● Chinese: 1%

The Semantic Web has the potential to improve the 
language imbalance of the Internet, but suffers 
from the same problems.



GLAM institutions and Wikimedia

A lot of GLAMs around the world have 
experience from working with the 
Wikimedia projects since before 
Wikidata became a thing, such as by 
uploading digitized artworks to 
Wikimedia Commons.

The emergence and development of 
Wikidata, has created new possibilities 
to not only add their collections to 
Wikimedia's ecosystem of open 
knowledge, but also to create 
connections with other institutions' 
data, and data contributed by 
volunteers.



Museum collections on Wikidata

Several museums have made a decision 
to upload their collection data to 
Wikidata, or to release openly licensed 
datasets that volunteers can work with.

The Nationalmuseum in Stockholm has 
worked with Wikimedia Sverige to 
upload high quality images to 
Wikimedia Commons and the metadata 
about the artworks to Wikidata.



Items with Nationalmuseum Artwork ID



https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Q18573562 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q18573562
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q18573562


Artworks that depict a person

https://w.wiki/39aq 

https://w.wiki/39aq


Crotos

www.zone47.com/crotos/ 

A search and display engine for 
artworks powered by Wikidata and 
Wikimedia Commons.

http://www.zone47.com/crotos/


The Sum of All Paintings

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata
:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings 

A WikiProject (dedicated community 
space) to collect and improve the data 
about the world's artworks and 
coordinate mass imports.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings


Wikidata at the National Library of Wales

Has been working the Wikimedia 
Commons for a long time, uploading 
digitized material.

A lot of  structured data that couldn't be 
used efficiently on Commons.

A strategic project – the Welsh 
Landscape prints.

Over 4,000 objects, 500 artists and 
engravers.

Being able to work with a whole 
collection provided an interesting 
opportunity to examine how the 
Wikimedia projects can fit into the 
institution's work.



Beaumaris from Baron Hill
William Crane, Public Domain

http://www.zone47.com/crotos/?p195=21542493 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Beaumaris_from_Baron_Hill.jpeg
http://www.zone47.com/crotos/?p195=21542493


http://zone47.com/crotos/dwynwen/

http://zone47.com/crotos/dwynwen/


The Wikimedia projects as a channel

When an artwork is on Wikipedia, the 
readers are one click away from 
learning more about its context and 
about the collection it belongs to.

The Association of Swedish museums 
reports that in 2020, Wikipedia was an 
important channel for several 
institutions.

14 museums received in total 174 
million views to "their" files on 
Wikipedia.

https://www.sverigesmuseer.se/wp/wp-content/
uploads/2021/01/Rapporten-Museibes%C3%B6k
en-2020.pdf 

https://www.sverigesmuseer.se/wp/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Rapporten-Museibes%C3%B6ken-2020.pdf
https://www.sverigesmuseer.se/wp/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Rapporten-Museibes%C3%B6ken-2020.pdf
https://www.sverigesmuseer.se/wp/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Rapporten-Museibes%C3%B6ken-2020.pdf


What's next?

Sabu with his Tandy 1000 Computer
Craig Howell, CC-BY-SA-2.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sabu_with_his_Tandy_1000_Computer.jpg


Controlled vocabularies and Wikidata

There are lots of terminologies, authorities 
and other types of controlled vocabularies 
in use across GLAM institutions, which is a 
barrier to discovery and analysis of 
cultural heritage data.

Wikidata has a lot of potential as a hub. By 
linking an item in an institution's 
vocabulary to its corresponding Wikidata 
item, you indirectly create links to 
corresponding entries in other 
vocabularies.

KulturNav (kulturnav.org)  allows its users 
to define equivalent terms in other 
vocabularies, and it encourages editors to 
link to corresponding Wikidata items.

https://kulturnav.org


Data Roundtripping

A process to ingest the changes people 
have made on the Wikimedia projects back 
into the institutional database that data 
originated from.

There's a growing interest in recognizing 
these contributions.

Metadata roundtripping of GLAM data
Sandra Fauconnier, CC-BY-SA-4.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Metadata_roundtripping_of_GLAM_data_with_Wikidata_and_Wikimedia_Commons_(EN).svg


Data Roundtripping

The Swedish National Heritage Board has 
investigated the potential for data 
roundtripping among some institutions, 
including Musikverket, Nationalmuseum 
and Nordiska museet.

Wikimedia Commons Data Roundtripping 
- Final report (2019).

Can we trust crowdsourced data?

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Commons_Data_Roundtripping_-_Final_report.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Commons_Data_Roundtripping_-_Final_report.pdf


Wikidata vs. local repositories

The larger Wikidata becomes, the more 
important is to reflect on its role in the 
cultural heritage knowledge ecosystem.

Can it contain everything? Can it replace 
local databases?

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability


Wikidata as a hub

Wikidata enables synergies between 
different data sources.

But it's still far from being complete, so 
when reusing the data, one should think 
about the biases and what conclusions we 
can make from the data.

90 million items is not that much!



Thank you!
wikimedia.se/engagera-dig 
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